India Air Traffic Control (ATC) Equipment Market (2016-2022)

Description:
Emergence of low cost carriers, growing air passenger traffic on domestic routes, and establishment of new airports have led to the overall surge of Air Traffic Control (ATC) equipment in India. Further, expansion of military air bases across the country, especially at North-Eastern borders have spurred the demand for these equipment.

India's ATC equipment market is projected to grow at a CAGR of 4.08% during 2016-22. The growth in the forecast period is expected on the back of modernization and expansion of airports in the country. ATC equipment consist of communication, navigation and surveillance equipment, where communication and navigation equipment have captured key share of the market pie.

In vertical market, civil aviation held majority of ATC equipment installations. Also, in the coming years, owing to construction of International airports, the market for ATC equipment is exhibited to witness growth.

The report thoroughly covers ATC equipment market by types, verticals and regions. The report provides an unbiased and detailed analysis of the on-going trends, opportunities/ high growth areas, market drivers which would help the stakeholders to decide and align their market strategies according to the current and future market dynamics.

Key Highlights of the Report
- Historical data of Global ATC Equipment Market for the Period 2010-2015
- Market Size & Forecast of Global ATC Equipment Market until 2022
- Historical data of India ATC Equipment Market for the Period 2010-2015
- Market Size & Forecast of India ATC Equipment Market until 2022
- Historical data of India ATC Communication Equipment Market for the Period 2010-2015
- Market Size & Forecast of India ATC Communication Equipment Market until 2022
- Historical data of India ATC Navigation Equipment Market for the Period 2010-2015
- Market Size & Forecast of India ATC Navigation Equipment Market until 2022
- Historical data of India ATC Surveillance Equipment Market for the Period 2010-2015
- Market Size & Forecast of India ATC Surveillance Equipment Market until 2022
- Market Drivers and Restraints
- Market Trends
- Competitive Landscape
- Key Strategic Pointers

Markets Covered
The report provides the detailed analysis of following market segments:
- By Equipment Types:
  -- Communication Equipment:
    --- HF/VHF/UHF
    --- Voice Control Communication Systems
    --- Data Link Communication Systems
    --- DATIS
    --- AMSS
  -- Navigation Equipment:
    --- Non-Directional Beacon
    --- Instrument Landing System
    --- DVOR/DME
  -- Surveillance Equipment:
    --- Primary Surveillance Radar
    --- Secondary Surveillance Radar
    --- Surface Movement Radar/ASMGCS
    --- ADS-B
  -- By Verticals:
    --- Civil Aviation
    --- Defense Aviation
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